
PGAA Executive Meeting – 2022-11-30 @ 16:00 

Attendees: Gary Porter, Taylor Wight, Whitney Wilson, Mei Whyte 

Absent: Lynn Allan 

1. Getting the PGAA Website fully functional, or getting a new website in the works 
- The Calendar is working well.  
- The minutes and membership lists need to be updated. Gary presented a template 

partially completed that will allow us to sort in a number of ways and allow us to send 
out messages to specific groups. 

- We need to get some GTA contacts into this list as well. Gary to call Lynn regarding 
the GTA contact lists. 

2. Getting a single PGAA database of all members and subscribers, including PGAA, 
GAMA, GTA, PGAA-Executive, GAMA-Executive, GTA-Executive, Non-Members, All 
and Others. See the proposed format attached. With the changes to website software, 
this may need to be delivered directly in MailChimp. 
- The GAMA list is getting consolidated and updated by Shelly (the new GAMA 

Secretary), then it can be updated on the website.  
3. Continuing to send out updates to all of our recipients based on specific affiliations 

- Once the membership lists up updated, Gary can pass it on to Cindy to update on 
the website or in Mailchimp, with the goal to get it working properly again. 

4. Continuing to put “Bums in Seats” at both SAIT and NAIT. 
- We need to ensure that we follow through on our $500.00 offer to first year students 

at both NAIT and SAIT. 
5. Helping to draw young and foreign workers into the Canadian Construction industry. 

- This is a hot topic right now with ACA, ATCC, CCA and other groups. We need to be 
involved. 

6. Becoming a restricted trade 
- This may be difficult to pursue until we get more volunteers to help out with PGAA. 

Gary will reach out to John Brosda at Advanced Education again to see if there is a 
path for us to follow. 

7. Other Business: 
- Mae suggested Dale England to join PGAA (perhaps as president) and will reach out 

tonight to Dale. 
- GAMA is still looking for a vice president.  
- Whitney will send a list of upcoming events for Gary to add to the website calendar, 

and Taylor to post to social media/send out in the newsletter. 
 

Adjourned at 16:32pm 

 

 


